Descending Mount McKinley

The mountain man looks
down on Emirates

Atte prior to the
QPR game
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When Arsenal played Queens Park Rangers last month, Mark
Hughes’ team represented a challenge that looked likely to
be insurmountable for the Gunners. Then, with ten minutes
left, Rangers had Stephane Mbia needlessly sent off and Mikel
Arteta gave the visitors a mountain to climb as he exploited the
west Londoners’ weakened backline to snatch a winner with six
minutes left.
Cheering on the Gunners from the stands as they clambered
their way to three points was a man who has stared down some of
the most difficult physical challenges on the globe – and triumphed
in the most arduous conditions. Not only that, he managed to add
an Arsenal twist to what was a truly remarkable feat.
Atte Miettinen recently completed the ‘Seven Summits’, scaling
the highest mountain in each of the seven continents. Actually,
make that eight summits, as the difference of opinion amongst
mountaineers as to the highest peak in Australia/Australasia meant
he chalked off two climbs down under to ensure no one could
question the veracity of his feat.
The Seven Summits represents a challenge only completed by a
small number of the world’s elite mountaineers and the 36 year-old
can claim to be the only climber to have provided such a strong
footballing presence at the top of the peaks. On his final four climbs
– including the highest of them all, Mount Everest – he unfurled an
Arsenal flag and was pictured sharing a special moment combining
his twin loves of mountaineering and the Gunners.
On his recent visit to the Emirates, the highest peak scaled for
the Dubai-based Finn was the Harvest Estate flats on Hornsey
Road, which look down on the stadium, for a couple of elevated
photographs. But when he sat down and chatted to the Official
Magazine, he was keen to tell us how, at the moments when he was
forced to dig the deepest on some of the world’s most inhospitable
terrain, Arsenal were never far from his thoughts.
Firstly Atte, tell us about your love of Arsenal.
I have been an Arsenal supporter for over ten years. Being born
in Finland, football, and especially foreign teams, are not that big
when you are young, but as you get older you tend to find a team
that represents the same values as you do and that’s why I went for
Arsenal. Tony Adams was an early hero of mine and, obviously, I
loved Thierry Henry who I kind of grew up watching as an Arsenal
supporter.
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The first Arsenal match you saw live was quite a special one
wasn’t it?
Yes, it was the very first match at Emirates when we drew 1-1 with
Aston Villa and the atmosphere took my breath away. I guess you
learn a lot in football and that is to never give up, and that game
was an example of that with the late equaliser from Gilberto.

On top of the
Vinson Massif,
Antarctica

Do you get to come to Emirates regularly?
I used to live in London and I had season tickets for a couple
of years. I then moved to Dubai and used to fly back to London
every few weeks to watch Arsenal, but in the end this became a
bit stressful for the family and I had to give them up. Now I follow
the team avidly on TV and come over when I get the opportunity.
So tell us about your incredible recent mountaineering
achievement.
I have a passion for mountaineering and at the end of June I
completed the Seven Summits – climbing the highest mountain
on every continent, something that has only been done by
about 350 people in history. That project took me to places like
Aconcagua in the Argentinian Andes, Antarctica and of course
Mount Everest. For the last four mountains I took an Arsenal
flag and raised it on top of each summit. Every mountain has a
different challenge but for me it has been a unique opportunity
to experience some amazing places, from tribes that were only
found in the middle of a jungle 60 years ago in Papua, Indonesia
to the sea of white in Antarctica with mountains that have never
been climbed or visited by anyone.

Mount McKinley – conquered
by Atte and Arsenal

Was it difficult to get the picture with the flag at the summits?
It was okay because I travelled with different people and always
had someone there to take the picture of me with the flag. On
occasion I had to wait a while but I did that because I wanted to
immortalise that moment with my flag.

The big one – Atte
on top of Everest

What was the key factor in being able to achieve the feat?
It’s about mental strength. For example, on Everest everyone
trains hard for it, everyone spends a lot of money to go there,
everyone spends two months in a tent, miserable cold and wet but
still only a fraction of the people who go make it to the summit.
So at the end of the day it’s about mental strength, which is so
often what can decide football matches too – that’s a comparison
you can make between the characteristics of a mountaineer and a
footballer.

Atte on top of
Aconcagua –
South America’s
highest mountain

Were you able to use Arsenal as an inspiration at the most
difficult moments?
Absolutely. In different places there were different memories. I
remember leaving for Antarctica in the beginning of November
and Arsenal had just played at Stamford Bridge and won that
fantastic game 5-3. I remember on many occasions on the
mountain, when it was really miserable, thinking about that
match and about how Arsenal came through. Similarly on
Everest, I had a recent game in mind, it was the match against AC
Milan at Emirates when we had that magnificent comeback and it
was something that inspired me. I thought of how Arsenal reacted
to adversity then and harnessed some strength and power from it.
It’s Seven Summits, but you actually climbed eight mountains!
Yes, because there are two lists for the Seven Summits and
they differ on one of the mountains. There is a dispute in the
mountaineering community between what is the right mountain
for Australia. So to avoid any controversy I climbed both options.
I’m one of about 100 people to have done that – climbed all eight.
And there is a ‘Seven Second Summit’ challenge too, scaling
the second highest mountain on each continent…
Yes and this is technically a little bit more difficult and has
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Atte and fellow climbes
make their way up Everest

“I THOUGHT OF HOW ARSENAL REACTED TO ADVERSITY THEN AND
HARNESSED SOME STRENGTH AND POWER FROM IT.”
actually only been done by one person [Italian mountaineer
Hans Kammerlander in January of this year]. These mountains
include K2 in the Himalayas, which is generally recognised as
one of the most difficult mountains to climb. Maybe that’s the
next challenge.
So as an adventurer are you always looking for a challenge?
Yes, but actually my next challenge is very specific. On the day
I met my climbing team for Everest in Kathmandu in Nepal, my
wife called me, wished me good luck and said ‘by the way, I’m
pregnant!’ So I’m expecting to become a father any time now.
You could say that’s a lifelong expedition I’m embarking on!
Mountain-wise, I’m hoping to continue to do some
interesting exploration projects. For example, going to
Antarctica to do some first ascents – mountains that haven’t
been climbed before. If you do that you get to name them so
we’ll see what we come up with. Maybe I could name them after
some legendary Arsenal players!
You live in Dubai now but are obviously a very proud son of
Finland, which is unusual as a country in that Arsenal have
never had a first-team player from that nation…
Don’t forget we have a half-Finn in Carl Jenkinson. We respect

his decision to play for the English national team but we want
to hold on to him somehow and at least keep a claim with him
being half-Finn.
Is Carl discussed much in Finland?
Absolutely, he’s mentioned in the media regularly but then
Arsenal as a team has a high profile with a big support in
Finland. If I go out to watch a game in a sports bar there are
lots of Arsenal fans in shirts and we have supporters clubs
specifically for Arsenal.
Finally Atte, what has happened to the four flags that
reached the four summits?
I have brought the flags with me to London and am donating
them to the Club and they can do with them what they like.
It would be great for them to be auctioned for the Arsenal
Foundation.
Atte’s flags will indeed be auctioned for the Arsenal
Foundation, as a single lot at the Charity Ball towards the end
of the season. If you are interested in how to bid for this truly
unique piece of memorabilia, please contact the Editor at
magazine@arsenal.co.uk

THE SEVEN (EIGHT) SUMMITS
SUMMIT
Kilimanjaro
Vinson Massif
Kosciuszko
Carstensz Pyramid
Everest
Elbrus
Mount McKinley
Aconcagua

HEIGHT (feet)
19,340
16,050
7,310
16,024
29,029
18,510
20,320
22,837

CONTINENT
Africa
Antarctica
Australia
Australia
Asia
Europe
North America
South America

RANGE
Kilimanjaro
Ellsworth Mountains
Great Dividing Range
Maoke Mountains
Himalaya
Caucasus
Alaska Range
Andes

COUNTRY
Tanzania
None
Australia
Indonesia
China/Nepal
Russia
USA
Argentina
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